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first week
a sea of white emulsion and
sweating in the front garden
cat-hair-citchen
curious school uniforms on
bikes

STORY OF CHANGE
AUGUST 2018

BIG

first aim of the residency was to change the
way people outside of this geography or experience saw and
talked about people in Fleetwood & people who lived on
council estates
wanted the people I ended up working with to question how
they were seen and unpick why they were seen that way - by
the government, by the media, by the housing association, by
anyone who’s got a preconcived oppinion on how people live,
work, raise their kids. through a journey of making, talking and making and talking.

first go with the 35mm pano camera by the kids on my new street
worn-in sliders on yellowing grass and warm
tarmac
close close ups and pictures of neighbours gardens
n who would’ve thought to turn the pano
vertically?’ ]]]

kids on my street would knock on and see if they could do some
drawing or making
we’d chat and draw and drink squash in my front garden or my front
door
don’t really know the parents, but I figure my nextdoor neighbour has
probably said ‘yeah Ocean’s alright the kids are fine round there.’
kind of spoken unspoken dbs check of me

impromtu visits and sussing me out
drop in drawing and chatting and climbing on and off chair sessions

walkin talkin photographin
taking the camera on a tour of thier estate

‘‘what are you sewing???”
interest in the sewing machine and
watching me make things through the
living room window
free-hand stitch foot, no shoes on the
pedal sewing day

ended up doing odd one-off sewing machine teaching,
kids would leave and the other kids would see and want a go
was cool that they were’nt desperate to take it home, they
liked pinning it to the living room wall with everyone elses
and the rest of their drawings

kind of difficult to make connections
with parents/ adults on my street
compared to gettin to know the kids
“are you a police informer?” bloke
next door one thursday simmer
evening
makes sense
proper weird that i’m in a 3 bed
house on my own in a time of a
housing shortage
since i’ve kind of been ‘of service’
tho to the street by doin art stuff and
having a laugh with the kids, no one
seems to question it any further
chat with neighbours when people
are out in the front garden about
house stuff
starts to build up a picture about the
way Regenda and M&Y are seen by
people living here (not very posititive?)
makes people feel like they have to
fight to get anything fixed,
“I work and pay my bloody rent
every month I shouldnt have to fight
for a whole year to get my bathroom
light fixed.”

‘hold that feather and let me get a photo’ - estate tour

kids find it cool that I’m actually an artist
‘we’ve never known a proper
artist’
‘can we make stuff and sell it at your house?’
‘can you draw a wolf??’
they find it weird that i’m crap at drawing - talking to them about how not all artists are good at
drawing

experiments with weird cameras and stuff
you would’nt see in a ‘normal shop’

LINK TO VIDEO

little big magic

start to make work in the house, sort of about the house?
turn the back bedroom into a roomscura, (a camera obscura that projects the outside view onto the whole inside of
the room with just some cardboard and a hole)
the kids knock on and come see it
proper magical

different kind of place, different kind of estate when september / october hits
quiet and grey with big pink skies
the organic, impromtu visits become less frequent until they fizzle out almost entirely
focus, energies and avenues have to change with the seasons and feeling in the air

try and throw myself into any community stuff that’s
happening
starts to become scarily apparent that everything is run by
volunteers and in churches
food insecurity is massive
seems like this new emergency service run by people who
aren’t being paid and noones talking about it
feel a bit out of my depth trying to make work about it

WEEKLY TO DO’s - mustard seed soup kitchen
Fleetwood, Monday nights
- Foodbank, Thursday
- community tai chi
- talking journaling and
listening.. alot

SCRAP THAT
everything I thought about or planned has changed
Reduction/ total lack of public space has an impact on
everything
where do we do anything that isn’t in a church??
stuck in the past - always talking about how Fleetwood
used to be, no celebration or optomism for NOW
- people either do stuff very much on their own - isolated
- or part of a very big group (kids always battling for
attention)
start to think about how I can combine these things
together
feeling it’s integral to the work that im LITERALLY in the
house alot
Hyper-local
start to realise how teritoral and hyper-local peoples
views of EACH OTHER are
let alone societies view of them
the very way the houses are built impacts the way you live
/ enjoy your life
voices on top of voices
someones shouts down the street

Story of Change
October

experiments with video and recording
audio from the street
kids askin me what i’m up to, tell them
i’m making some stuff about sound on
the street and in the houses
they tell me about funny and not so
funny stuff they’ve heard through walls

LINK TO VIDEO

glass houses/ paper thin - video

being of service

lost skills and ‘why is it like this???’

word kind of spreads from the kids that I sew and can fix/ alter stuff
from halloween onwards people drop stuff off every now and then to be altered or fixed
feels like a really normal and nice way of getting to know people and actually be of service in the estate in some way
I even put a new zip in a north face coat - couldn’t quite believe me own ability
they slip a few quid or a fiver through the letter box even though I tell em i don’t want paying
really gets me thinking - when did working class/ low income house holds stop owning sewing machines and fixing stuff themeselves??? when did that all
change and why?

12-15 x kids from the estate / living on Lingfield Road
aged between 4 - 15
learning to sew,
experiencing cool new stuff, painting, loads of drawing,
chatting about stuff they probably wouldnt chat to parents/ teachers about, realising the stuff they ALREADY
do, make, create is really cool
doing stuff that feels
‘like the real deal’

MAKING STUFF TANGIBLE
HOME + IDENTITY
HUGE issues with the stigma that faces people who live here every day start to
become a huge and really apparent thing and really dominate what I make
why do we have 6 letters through a week for high interest loans?
why isn’t everyone targetted like that?
why would my driving intructor say ‘ I wouldnt expect someone like you to live
round here, all lazy gits noone bloody works.’
why is there absolutely no community space front gardens and roads become the pub, the playground, the bins and
the football field
how can I use existing spaces to actaully work with people?
can’t engage everyone in my living room
why do people feel like nothing good ever happens round here??

start to hone in on making stuff that celebrates, questions, talks about NOW
not always THEN, how things used to be

photograph crap that ends up in my front garden
it’s like space debrit that only falls on council estates
start to extend my reach out of the estate
& working with people over the age of 10

stuff around the house/ street starts to slow down
volunteer stuff makes me realise how many people are out of work / isolated
alot of coffee drinking and buicuit eating but not alot of moving
Regeneration team, of Regenda are working on getting people using green
spaces more
come up with this idea of running a workshop each week where we walk
and do something expressive/ creative/ anything that feels new to the people
coming along

start OUR BIG GREEN in
early Feb proper random, meet outside
mcdonalds cos its a place
everyone knows
walk, talk, make
different every week
the swing bridge we have to
cross has a nightmare
timetable but we make a
laugh out of it
mostly out of work men and
women that come along, 40’s
and 50’s
really new for me and them
feels very much like learning
and experimenting in parallel

ABOUT PROCESS
INCREASING HEALTH AND WELL BEING
DOIN NEW STUFF
REALISING THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE
GREEN SPACES

QUIET

the space is a nightmare to get to and there’s no toilets there which
totally limited the time we could spend up on the nature reserve
it’s proper rubbish conditions to run a workshop in every week
I hope the work can push the council forward in investing in some public toilets up here so people can actually spend time up here

but I start to realise how much better and different it is to get people out
in the wild-ness of the world than to sit with a sketch book in a room

the space is beautiful and quiet and ever changin
the people who are part of the group find the space totally peaceful and
now important to them, when once they had never even known it existed in their town

big yellow sun over our big green space
big cracked ground under foot, dry enough for us to get over to
the big cracked boats
S climbing through rusted gaps and shooting rolls of colour as
the birds fly out of the wrecks

make shift easel-fence and stretching our own canvas out
taking in the never-silent-nature of the wind and birds.
“ah, the only things the politicians can’t change is the weather”

THE REGULARS
3 Men over 40, all
currently out of work

the space feels totally alive and yet completely still all at once
talking about joy, taking the mick, lugging round heavy tripods and heavy memories
someone talks about how they once knew someone who used to make black and white
photographs ‘feel like colour’
this is what were trying to do a bit of up here

3 Women
1 under 30, 2 over
All local to
Fleetwood & people I would never ordinarily meet or have the chance to make
work with

find it funny that noone ever seems too bothered about
seeing what they’ve made at the end of the session or
what the photographs end up
looking like
they like comin up and just being part of it
it runs for 16 weeks in all weathers
I decide to make a yellow bound book
of images and text
to give to the guys who are part of it,
they can celebrate what they’ve made in their own
quiet way
and I can use it to show the council the importance of
people using these spaces to breathe and make
but we need some bloody toilets alright?
I hope this can be the legacy and sustainability of the
OUR BIG GREEN group , even when I’m not living up
here anymore

continually working on stuff in the house
about life on the estate
chanelling stuff that the kids draw and from converastions I have
with people
working it all into clothes stuff
feels like a really natual thing to do since all this alterations stuff
and it feels like something people get?
cos its real and you can touch it
and ‘clothes stuff is cool.’
start to design some clothes from stuff that the kids have drawn or
talked about
working with ideas of what work is there after school for people
here??
what’s the new work uniform?? what respresents (or do people thing
represents) people from up here?
status of clothes is MASSIVE on the estate and for these young
people at school, wether your mum and dad can afford it or not

workshops at Flakefleet Primary school with Sarah,
the mirco residency artist Anna and on my own
funny cos the kids are like
‘oh it’s Ocean, we know her she lives on our street.’
feels more normal, good normal
like artists and stuff that’s a bit different can come from your street
“is that the S thing that we draw??
never seen a shirt like that”

circus skills workshop in the front garden
in May
cos ya gotta do it here cos that’s
where people already are

6 letter week

there’s a real distance between assumed lived
experience and ACTUAL lived experience
here. I was told the estsate had huge problems
with debt. Within a week of living here I’ve
recieved between 4 & 6 letters every week for
high interest credit cards & loans. It’s targetted
and intentional and where are they getting our
information from? Felt like a real, actual, tangile thing that the housing association should
be aware of and could actually do something
about?
REFLECTION - not so much back into the
world, but just back at ourselves. Start to
initiate a CHANGE and CONVERSTATION
about the image we see of each other and
the place we live - ‘Fleetwoods full of chavs,
noone works, it’s all sofas on front gardens.’
Start to pick apart and RE-OWN these
stereotypes

to make work and promote
particiaption in a project that is of a
different kind of quality to what people
are used to from ‘community arts stuff ’
without having to leave Fleetwood
there’s alot of stuff that talks heritage and history, which is great and
all that - but so much of the rhetoric or story about NOW is negative
and surface level - the trawlers
aren’t coming back so what work
is there for school leavers now?
What’s Fleetwoods new story?

CLOTHES

AS

T O O L S
FRONT DOOR was the ‘in’ needed to get people aged 15-30, involved in a conversation
about lived experience here.
theres this whole massive group of young people who are either at school, left school or
in work up here who were’nt at community stuff, stuff in church halls or places I would
organically meet to talk to/ make work with.
And these were the people my age, goin into the world and in to work (or not work)
here. And probably future or current tennants of Regenda.

FRONT DOOR [the name for it coming from 2 things] 1. That everyones front doors are open down my street, people live,
socialise and exist at the front of their houses.
& 2. (that came from the young people at the group who I collaborated with) That there
aren’t many doors open to them up here. Not much chance to try stuff out or try new
things.
this ‘story of change’ here is all the things I wanted FRONT DOOR to be - a creative
tool for young people to talk about idenity, growing up and growing into Fleetwood.
Alot of the things for this felt connected to the bigger SOC and overflowed into this
one, refining some of the things I’d struggled to articulate or realise.
-Making and doing everything super local to where they lived
-That they felt a valued COLLABORATOR of as opposed to a participant of
-& of a quality that felt like it was a ‘proper thing like they do in cities.’

front door instagram

MAY - SEPTEMBER
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 5.30 - 8PM IN THE MOUNT PUB FUNCTION ROOM

10 x young people aged
15 - 27 - all local to
Fleetwood / Surrounding areas
3 of them living in
/ family connections
to Flakefleet
3 x 15-16 yr olds every
Thursday since May
7 non-models aged 9 - 27 all
from fleetwood/
surrounding area
13 students in year 9 class at
Fleetwood High - designing tshirts,
learning how to make and sew patches,
and making their own images of each
other of the clothes they designed
on a photoshoot

first shoot was with Jack, the brother of my next door neighbour and
a hairdresser in town. everything sort of rolled out from there.

LINK TO VIDEO

NEW FASHION
OLD FASHIONED
STREET PARTY

FRONT DOOR BOOK

society
I thought this resdiency would work to challenge societal views of people who live on
estates/ social housing. But what I came to realise, is that
challenging the views of a society starts at home.
If people who live in the same streets, estates and town can’t have a
collective sense of identity and motivation, there’s no point trying to tackle the bigger
society’s view or stereotype of the identity of this place/ council estate life.
I feel the time over the residency started to chip away at and re-own,
re-work some of those pre-conceptions of each other. I’ve had this postition of not
having to being a representative of any organisation or company, so not only my own
experiences of living here feel authentic, but that I can channel the honest and authentic
conversations, worries, anger that I get from other neighbours through the work
without, I hope, them feeling like subjects of a ‘project’.
I feel the societal and political impact I sought for the work to have has come in the
form of communication - communication between me and the housing association about some of the major
issues they have the absolute ability and authority to change: the way that tennants are
spoken to and about, the way the council treat and speak about tennants, the impact
of oustide agencies (loan sharks) on people’s lives and the unpicking of some of the
‘assumed’ qualities & priorities in some peoples lives.
-and the communication of someone who’s not from here, who does stuff that’s a bit
outside of peoples usual experience etc, with other tennants, Fleetwood residents and
young people here. The ordinary, non-ordinary ness of the fact that this stuff/ this
person/ these things CAN and SHOULD be happening at your front door.

opportunity &
possibilty
The joy of the long duration of this residency has meant I’ve had the chance to
introduce or start something here that people wouldn’t normally have the chance to
be part of or have a go at.
I feel this sense of opening up an OPPORTUNITY - outside of school, outside of
your house, outside of usual experience - has been central to the ‘change’ the work
has created.
Due to the very nature of the the ‘lack of community space’ the initial brief described, I’ve had no choice but to use the most available spaces I could -my living
room, my front garden, the street, the nature reserve, the function room at the back
of a pub.
And to this end, for it to happen pretty organically, un-ridgidly?
There’s been something about this that has made the opportunity thing feel all the
more funny and sort of do-able. Like, if we can make images like this on a patch of
grass behind McDonalds, imagine what elese we could do? If we can start a fashion
label from here, then what else is possible in this place?
The change of use of these ordinary or sort of under-used spaces, became a celebration of them in themselves - a celebration of the socialness of the front garden, the
important quietness of ‘dog shit island’, the multi-purpose possibility of a function
room.
That’s not to say that everything in all of these spaces has been easy or worked, or
to say that every single person on my street is now going to be hosting street parties
every weekend. But to offer the opportunity of possibility through the work - that
these things CAN happen. And for me, getting them to happen on the door step,
which was a million times more nerve racking and hard work, felt a well ‘real’ thing
to have done.

impression

To create real experiences & contemporary work in Fleetwood that local people are
collaborators of, can engage with & relate too, and feel in some way reflected in. That’s
what I sought to create within the residency.
The ‘legacy’ of work or a project feels like a massive word and also something that feels
it should be physical and monumentous - like a statue or a mural. Since statues and
murals aren’t really my expertise, I feel the ‘legacy’ of the work comes in the form of an
impression, like a big footprint in mud, or chalk drawn on the road.
The experience of working with people over this residency comes much richer than
producing stuff. The kids who knock on don’t always leave with a painted pot or framed
picture, but they do leave having maybe learned something new, had a conversation
about life or family or having told a story to us all about that thing that happened the
other day. The clothes, the drawing, the patch making and the cameras, they’re just tools
for bringing people together to do stuff - talk, make, to have a go at stuff and to see if
things are for you. How do you know if you’re never given the chance to try? I develop
and print out the photographs we’ve made or they’ve taken of stuff n each other - we
talk about them, laugh about them and they pick each others apart. “did you actually
take that picture? It’s actually well good.” A celebration of a journey and a process and of
having a go.
I designed and made that jumpsuit with a ‘women’s trousers’ label I found attached to
a plastic box at the food bank. I wasn’t really sure what they meant yet, until someone
at the group went, ‘oh is that cos it’s the mums that wear the trousers round here?’ The
process of making and disseminating the meaning of the clothes became a spring board
for conversation about family and collective identity here.
Not everyone I’ve feel I’ve engaged with has phsycially made stuff, but that was never really the point. I’ve kind of been the filter for stuff to go through. Like, in a place where
status of things and clothes is MASSIVE - to open up an opportunity to have a conversation about stuff we take as a given or have never thought to question, like the fact
that the Nike clothes we all love and want to be able to afford are actually appropriated
from ‘ordinary’ young people (like you) out on the street, then sold back to us. Where
else you gonna talk about unpicking the very clothes on our back? (both physically and
metaphorically) Alot of this stuff is seed planting, you know like, it’s good to question
stuff, ‘you can do stuff a bit differently to how you’ve always done it that’s ok.’, but it’s
not about PERMISSION, it’s mostly about the chance to find stuff out and have a go at
stuff you wouldn’t think you could do round here.
The work started at FRONT DOOR is something that feels like it’s got guts to continue,
with plans to release special edition t-shirt designs every year (like a proper label) and
sell our magazines nationally. But none of it would have ever worked if I didn’t have to
the opportuinity of normal-ness, to build relationships with neighbours as being someone of service and a house where the kids have a go doing ‘art stuff ’.

